Short summary of our today video-meeting on 1.10.2020 at 16:00
SMT: welcomes all
1. Coordination of the 2021 calendar
Show

NF

Start Date

End Date

Events

Motesice

SVK

26/02/2021

28/02/2021

CDI3*, CDI2*, CDI1*, CDIYH, CDIY, CDIJ, CDIP

Ebreichsdorf

AUT

26/03/2021

28/03/2021

CDI4*, CDI3*, CDIYH

Wiener Neustadt

AUT

30/03/2021

05/04/2021

CDI4*, CDI3*, CDIY, CDIJ, CDIP

Zakrzow

POL

23/04/2021

25/04/2021

CDI3*, CDI2*, CDIY, CDIJ, CDICh-A, CDIP

St. Margarethen

AUT

29/04/2021

02/05/2021

CDI3*, CDIYH, CDIY, CDIJ, CDICh-A, CDIP, CDIU25

Mariakalnok

HUN

06/05/2021

09/05/2021

CDI3*, [CDI-W], CDIYH, CDIY, CDICh-A, CDIP, CDIU25

Samorin

SVK

04/06/2021

06/06/2021

CDI2*, CDI1*, [CDI-W], CDIYH, CDIY, CDIJ, CDICh-A, CDIP, CDIU25

Achleiten

AUT

10/06/2021

13/06/2021

CDI4*, CDIYH, CDIY, CDIJ

Fritzens-Schindlhof

AUT

18/06/2021

20/06/2021

CDI4*

Brno

CZE

25/06/2021

27/06/2021

CDI3*, [CDI-W], CDIY, CDIJ, CDICh-A, CDIP

St. Margarethen

AUT

08/07/2021

11/07/2021

CDI3*, CDIYH, CDIY, CDIJ, CDICh-A, CDIP, CDIU25

Budapest region - Pilisjászfal...

HUN

20/07/2021

25/07/2021

CDI3*, [CDI-W], CDIYH, CDIY, CDIJ, CDICh-A, CDIP, CDIU25

Samorin

SVK

06/08/2021

08/08/2021

CDI2*, CDI1*, [CDI-W], CDIYH, CDIY, CDIJ, CDICh-A, CDIP, CDIU25

Budapest-Fót

HUN

01/10/2021

03/10/2021

CDI3*, [CDI-W], CDIY, CDIJ, CDIP

Zakrzow

POL

21/10/2021

24/10/2021

CDI2*, [CDI-W], CDIY, CDIJ, CDICh-A, CDIP

Salzburg Arena Messezentrum

AUT

02/12/2021

05/12/2021

CDI4*, [CDI-W]

So far ok – AS POL will find why Strzegom doesn´t not organize anything this year?
IV pointed out that a new Organizer plans to do a CDI first time at Samorin with is a very
nice venue.
2. 4 Arenas Cup - start 2021 (The CED logo at all CED events)
was cancelled due to Corona in 2020 but should take place with same rules in 2021
Mariakalnok, Achleiten , Brno, Zakrzow
Needs also more promotion
Will be put on a new CED website DK is putting it up and sending us a link when he has
renovated it and translated it into English
3. Dressage rules (bridle or curb bit in Juniors class, extended walk in GP why mark
2x?)
Snaffle or Doublebridle both are allowed some find it more fair all use the same now it is up
to the rider to choose
AS AUT and TB: There are good reasons for the double counting of the walk (also the
extended) and even more since we lost the final marks.
All three gates should be judged and the walk can´t be an as long part in the test than trot and
canter.
Walk indicates the right training of a horse following the training scale.
Shows the ability to fully relax in-between.
OH: talks about the proposed changes in the draw for championships at CH,J,Y classes at
Championships
TB: proposal from EEF is already sent to the FEI – the other proposal about counting the CHPreliminary together with the Teamtest for Team medals was not taken

AS: the most important is that it is stated in the rules clearly what kind of draw has to be used
- what will be done
4. Code of points
will be on the next agenda because AS POL had to leave us
5. World Cup - we need to think about a better solution for the distribution of points in
the CEL
TB: there needs to be a solution for this league for 2021/22
But we have to discuss it in person maybe at the CDI-W in Salzburg3.-6.Dec – because there
are many different interests, it´s too complicated for doing it per phone
Everybody should think about it and make new proposals or bring in ideas.
This was our last proposal which wasn´t accepted:
1. World Cup Rules for the CEL
CED Working Group final proposal after discussion:
Fair chance for CEL riders to qualify for the FS and earning World Cup points
Qualifying Modus
15 riders qualify for the FS in any case still not below 60% to keep quality but at least 8 riders
from CEL countries and only 7 from other leagues
If less than 8 riders from CEL qualified, starting-places in FS are filled up to 15 with riders
from other leagues if there have been more riders from other leagues over 60% in GP.
World Cup Points
Athletes from CEL countries should earn equal World Cup points as the WEL athletes that are
placed in front of them:
1st WEL Athlete: 20 points
2nd WEL Athlete: 17 points
3rd CEL Athlete: 20 points
- (because highest ranked CEL athlete) and so on
6. Thanks to the organizers of this year's European Championships from CED
letter will be organized at Zakrzow
7) Anikó Losonczy has health problems and must use a saddle cover that is currently
forbidden - may CED ask for a change in the FEI rules for the next year?
ARTICLE 428 SADDLERY
1.3 No saddle covers are allowed.
TB: to late for next year could earliest change 2023
She already tried to get a personal exception but this is only possible if she would be a
classified PARA-rider.
Seems not possible short term.
8) Donau Bohemia Trophy
IV:
- we would like to invite Poland – will be done
- Victoire Mandl wants to retire as coordinator - asked me to do it as one person for two
countries (AUT & SVK) – we should give her some honour status
- Anikó offered to organize together with me a common, new website with results, space for
sponsors etc. – no need will be also put on DK`s CED website
- it should stay as an intermediate level between national and international competitions,

cheaper to participate, but riding according to the valid FEI rules – CED will support to keep
it alive
A-S level national but FEI rules and tests
One Qualifier in every country – Final every year at different country – at least one foreign
judge
Dates have to be fixed early enough at the beginning of the year
Enclosed you find the current rules
Additions:
Covid Regulations
SLK: extra rules for Sport Events
50 competitors if number is higher no spectators are allowed
CZE; shows are running 130 people without visitors
POL: masks indoor, limited number of persons at the preparation ring
If there are any changes everybody will communicate it to all of us.
SMT thanks everybody for taking the time and hopes to see you soon

